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Abstract 

Elevated levels of psychological distress in university students is a growing area of concern 

as it is associated with a variety of consequences including mental illness symptoms, 

absenteeism, and poor academic performance. A growing body of research has indicated 

that resilience in university students is associated with reduced psychological distress and 

perceived stress. The construct of resilience and the factors that contribute to its 

development are not well understood, hampering the development of effective 

interventions. Key factors including mindfulness (paying attention on purpose and non-

judgementally in the present moment), positive reappraisal (reframing perceived stress as 

meaningful), positive emotion, and reduced psychological distress are associated with 

fostering resilience in the face of perceived stress. These four factors are termed eudaimonic 

resilience. The present study examined whether perceived stress, mindfulness, positive 

reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological distress accounted for variance in university 

student resilience (N = 164). A theoretical framework of eudaimonic resilience development 

was examined with mediation. Hierarchical regression indicated that mindfulness, positive 
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reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological distress predicted variance in resilience 

over and above that of perceived stress. Additionally, mindfulness, positive reappraisal, 

positive emotion, and psychological distress significantly mediated the relationship between 

perceived stress and resilience. Increased mindfulness, positive emotion, and positive 

reappraisal predicted increased resilience, while increased psychological distress predicted 

decreased resilience. These results provided preliminary support for a theoretical framework 

of eudaimonic resilience development and informed resilience interventions. Limitations and 

future research are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

University students have been found to be exposed to greater risk of psychological distress and 

mental health problems compared to age-matched peers [1]. Increased psychological distress in 

university students is associated with decreased quality of life, mental health problems, and 

poorer academic performance [2]. Stallman [3] reported a significantly higher proportion of 

university students reported very high levels of distress relative to the age-matched general 

population. The elevated psychological distress was associated with significantly reduced 

academic performance as well as absenteeism [3]. Tung, Ning, and Kris [4] reported that increased 

levels of perceived stress in tertiary students were associated with increased levels of 

psychological distress. High levels of resilience have been proposed to assist with the major life 

transition to the elevated stress of the university environment [5]. Increased levels of resilience 

have been found to be associated with reduced perceived stress and reduced psychological 

distress [4]. Thus, understanding the relationship between perceived stress and resilience is an 

important step in addressing psychological distress in university students. The construct of 

resilience is not well understood and increased understanding of the factors that predict resilience 

is warranted to inform the development of interventions [6].  

Bauer and Park [7] theorized the term eudaimonic resilience refers to regulation of affect as 

well as meaning-making when faced with perceived stress. Bauer and Park [7] postulated affect 

regulation involves the ability to regulate positive and negative emotions while meaning-making 

included the capacity to positively reappraise the meaning associated with an aversive life event. 

Garland, Farb, Goldin, and Frederickson [8] proposed the mindfulness-to-meaning theory which 

postulates that mindfulness facilitates meaning-making in the form of positive reappraisal of 

perceived stress as well as affect regulation in the form of increased positive emotion and reduced 

psychological distress. Under this theoretical framework, eudaimonic resilience is comprised of 

four factors: mindfulness, positive reappraisal, increased positive affect, and reduced 

psychological distress. When confronted with perceived stress, the upward spiral of these four 

factors may lead to the development of resilience. Alternatively, perceived stress may trigger a 

downward spiral of these four factors leading an individual to be less resilient to future perceived 

stress. Therefore, the present study aimed to examine the mediating role of the four factors of 
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eudaimonic resilience (mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological 

distress) in the relationship between perceived stress and resilience.  

1.1 Resilience 

Resilience has been defined as the ability to negotiate, adapt to, or manage significant stressors 

[22]. The benefits of resilience have been increasingly investigated over the past two decades as 

resilience focuses on promoting healthy development in contrast to previous deficit models that 

focused on managing illness and psychopathology [22]. To create a theoretical framework to assist 

with the identification of potential factors related to the development of resilience, Bauer and 

Park [7] postulated that eudaimonic resilience is a process involving affect regulation (regulating 

positive and negative emotions) and meaning-making (positively reappraising the meaning of 

perceived stress) that contributes to the development of resilience.  

Ryff [24] argued that previous conceptualizations of resilience have focused on social support 

while providing less attention to meaning-making as an essential process for developing resilience. 

Additionally, Garland et al. [8] theorized that positive reappraisal of perceived stress and positive 

emotions foster the generation of meaning and resilience. Thus, previous theories have proposed 

that eudaimonic resilience is a process focused around an individual’s ability to make meaning of 

perceived stress as well as increasing positive emotions and decreasing negative emotions to 

develop resilience. This process was theorized to promote an upward spiral of emotion regulation 

and meaning-making that is associated with increased resilience [8]. Previous research has found 

significant positive relationships between resilience, mindfulness, and positive emotions 

supporting this theoretical framework [19]. 

1.2 Mindfulness 

Mindfulness has been defined as actively paying attention in the present moment to the 

unfolding of experience without judgement [14]. Being open to and non-judgemental of 

experiences and events may lead to adaptive functioning as maladaptive thoughts and feelings 

can be recognised and managed to reduce distress [14]. Mindfulness has been proposed to 

increase awareness of cognitive and emotional processes that may contribute to psychological 

distress while facilitating adaptive responses to these processes [15]. Previous research has 

supported this theory and found mindfulness to be highly correlated with reduced psychological 

distress [16]. Mindfulness has been shown to be positively related to resilience which has been 

considered an adaptive response to life stressors [19]. Previous research has reported mindfulness 

as a significant predictor of resilience [20]. Additionally, individuals with high levels of resilience 

have reported significantly lower levels of psychological distress and significantly higher levels of 

mindfulness relative to individuals with low levels of resilience [21]. Consequently, the findings 

from previous research indicate a predictive relationship between mindfulness and resilience 

which is related to reduced levels of perceived stress and psychological distress. Past research has 

not examined the predictive relationships between mindfulness, resilience, perceived stress, and 

psychological distress to understand how all these variables are related. 
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1.3 Integrating Eudaimonic Resilience and Mindfulness  

Garland, Gaylord, and Park [28] stated that mindfulness assists with coping with adverse life 

situations by promoting positive reappraisal of perceived stress. Positive reappraisal is an active, 

meaning-based cognitive coping strategy that involves reframing perceived stressors as neutral, 

meaningful, or growth-inducing [27]. Garland et al., [28] reported that positive reappraisal 

mediated the relationship between perceived stress and mindfulness. Further research reported 

that mindfulness and positive reappraisal reciprocally enhance one another while reducing 

perceived stress [29]. Additionally, positive reappraisal has previously been linked with reduced 

psychological distress [26]. Positive reappraisal and mindfulness interventions have been 

demonstrated to increase positive emotion in university students [29].   

Garland et al. [31] proposed the mindfulness-to-meaning theory to conceptualize how 

mindfulness fosters positive reappraisal of perceived stress leading to meaning-making and 

eudaimonic responses to stress. Making meaning of perceived stress with positive reappraisal 

leads to positive emotion which promotes increased eudaimonic responses to future perceived 

stressors [31]. When a stressor is perceived, mindfulness attenuates negative attentional biases 

and maladaptive behaviours creating cognitive space for the positive reappraisal of the perceived 

stress. These factors combine to promote meaning-making and regulation of positive emotion and 

psychological distress when confronted with perceived stress, promoting the development of 

eudaimonic resilience. The conceptualization put forward by Garland et al. [31] fits under the dual-

process of affect regulation and meaning-making outlined by Bauer and Park [7].  

According to these two theories, the development of resilience in the face of perceived stress is 

mediated by meaning-making in the form of mindfulness and positive reappraisal as well as affect 

regulation in the form of positive emotion, and psychological distress. Previous research has 

partially supported this theoretical framework. Palmer and Rodger [33] reported that perceived 

stress was a significant negative predictor of mindfulness in university students. Additionally, 

Alemi, James, Siddiq, and Montgomery [34] reported that levels of perceived stress predicted 

levels of psychological distress in refugees. Previous research has further reported inverse 

relationships between perceived stress with positive emotion and positive reappraisal [25, 35]. 

Significant negative relationships have been found between psychological distress and resilience 

[11]. Keye and Pidgeon [20] reported that mindfulness in Australian university students predicted 

levels of resilience. Positive reappraisal has been found to positively predict levels of resilience in 

depression and anxiety outpatients [36]. Additionally, high levels of positive emotion have been 

found to predict levels of resilience in a longitudinal study of police officers [37]. 

1.4 Psychological Distress and Perceived Stress in University Students 

Stallman’s [3] study with 6,479 Australian university students found that 83.9% of the sample 

reported elevated levels of psychological distress. Additionally, 19.2% had levels of psychological 

distress indicative of probable serious mental illness, while 64.7% displayed subsyndromal 

symptoms of probable mild to moderate mental illness and only 16.1% were classified as non-

cases. Contrary to the 19.2% of university students that reported very high levels of distress, 3% of 

the age-matched peer group in the general population indicated comparable distress levels. The 

elevated levels of psychological distress in university students were associated with significantly 
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lower academic performance. Additionally, increased psychological distress was related to an 

increase in the number of days where students felt unable to work, study, and manage daily 

activities [3]. Thus, Australian university students are at high risk for mental illness, elevated levels 

of psychological distress, and impaired functioning highlighting the need for increased 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms of psychological distress and identification of 

protective factors that may help reduce psychological distress. According to Garland, Farb, Goldin, 

and Frederickson [8] transactional model of stress and coping (TM), individuals perceive a 

situation as stressful based on whether they have adequate available coping resources to deal 

with the stressor. Understanding how students perceive academic stressors and the mechanisms 

underlying potential coping resources is important to assist in effectively managing perceived 

stress and associated psychological distress. Investigation of the four-facet model of eudaimonic 

resilience in university students may provide insight into the predictive relationships between 

perceived stress, resilience, mindfulness, and psychological distress. 

Previous research has provided partial support for eudaimonic resilience in university students. 

Resilience has been found to be inversely related to perceived stress in university students [9]. 

Tung et al. [4] supported these results and found that increased resilience was correlated with 

reduced perceived stress in university students. Additionally, increased perceived stress was 

related to increased psychological distress while increased resilience was related to decreased 

psychological distress [4]. Shilpa [23] supported these results and reported a significant negative 

relationship between resilience and perceived stress in a different university sample. Shapiro, 

Oman, Thoresen, Plante, and Flinders [17] found that increased levels of mindfulness in 

undergraduate students were related to reduced levels of perceived stress. Additionally, increased 

mindfulness has been found to be significantly related to reduced psychological distress and fewer 

psychological symptoms in university students [18]. High levels of mindfulness have shown to be 

related to lower levels of psychological distress in Australian university students [10] Previous 

research with Australian university students has reported mindfulness as a significant predictor of 

resilience [20]. Additionally, Australian university students with high levels of resilience have 

reported significantly lower levels of psychological distress and significantly higher levels of 

mindfulness relative to Australian university students with low levels of resilience [21]. Pidgeon 

and Keye [11] further supported the association between mindfulness and resilience in Australian 

university students. Harker, Pidgeon, Klassen, and King [12] reported associations between higher 

levels of both mindfulness and resilience with lower levels of psychological distress. Furthermore, 

mindfulness has been reported to be inversely related to perceived stress [13]. However, previous 

research has not examined the predictive relationships between perceived stress, resilience, 

mindfulness, and psychological distress in Australian university students within the theoretical 

framework of the four-facet model of eudaimonic resilience. 

1.5 The Current Study 

The present study aimed to examine the relationship between perceived stress and resilience in 

university students. 

Hypothesis 1: It was predicted that perceived stress would significantly predict levels of 

resilience. Additionally, it was predicted that mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, 
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and psychological distress would significantly account for variance in resilience over and above 

that accounted for by perceived stress. 

Hypothesis 2: It was predicted that the criterion variable perceived academic stress would have 

significant predictive relationships with the mediating variables: mindfulness, positive reappraisal, 

positive affect, and psychological distress. 

Hypothesis 3: It was predicted that the mediator variables mindfulness, positive reappraisal, 

positive emotion, and psychological distress would demonstrate significant predictive 

relationships with resilience. 

Hypothesis 4: It was hypothesized that mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive affect, and 

psychological distress would significantly mediate the relationship between perceived academic 

stress and resilience. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Participants 

Participants in the current study were 164 Australian university students consisting of 47 males 

(28.7%) and 117 females (71.3%) with ages ranging from 18 to 54 years old. Inclusion criteria 

included being currently enrolled at an Australian university, being over 18 years of age, and 

speaking English. 

Ethics approval for the study was provided by the Bond University Human Research Ethics 

Committee under code 0000015629. 

2.2 Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC; [38])  

Participants were asked to complete the CD-RISC [38], a 25-item self-report measure designed 

to assess the ability to thrive in the face of adversity as well as evaluate the strength of stress-

related coping skills. The CD-RISC was chosen for the present study as it has been found to be a 

reliable and well-validated measure of resilience in the general population [39]. Higher scores on 

the measure indicated greater resilience. Examples of the statements presented include “I am 

unable to adapt when changes occur” and “I can deal with whatever comes my way”. The CD-RISC 

has been found to have good internal consistency with Cronbach’s alpha of .89 [38]. The present 

study found a comparable Cronbach’s alpha of .90. 

2.3 Depression Anxiety and Stress Scales-21 (DASS-21; [40]) 

Participants were asked to complete the DASS-21 [40] which was designed as a 21-item 

measure of psychological distress using three subscales including the individual severity of 

depression, anxiety, and stress. The DASS-21 was used for the present study as it has been found 

to be a valid measure of depression, anxiety, and stress as well as overall psychological distress 

[41]. Higher scores indicated increased levels of psychological distress. Henry and Crawford [41] 

reported an excellent Cronbach’s alpha of .93. The present study found a comparable reliability 

coefficient of .93. 
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2.4 Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS; [42]) 

The PANAS is a 20-item self-report questionnaire designed to assess the comparative levels of 

individuals’ levels of positive and negative affect. Participants were presented with single-word 

emotional descriptors and instructed to indicate the extent to which each descriptor applied to 

how they felt over the previous week. The measure consists of two subscales to measure both 

positive and negative affect separately with higher scores indicating higher levels of positive or 

negative affect. The positive affect subscale was used for the present study. Crawford and Henry 

[43] reported good reliability for the positive affect scale with a Cronbahch’s alpha of .89. The 

present study found a comparable Cronbach’s alpha of .90 for positive affect. 

2.5 Perceptions of Academic Stress Scale (PAS; [44]) 

The PAS was designed to measure perceptions of academic stress among university students 

with an 18-item self-report questionnaire. The PAS has been found to be a reliable and valid 

measure of perceived stress for university students [44]. Higher scores indicate increased levels of 

perceived academic stress. The PAS was reported to demonstrate adequate internal consistency 

(α = .70) [44]. The present study supported the internal consistency of the PAS with a Cronbach’s 

alpha of .82. 

2.6 Self-Compassion Scale (SCS; [45]) 

The SCS is a 26-item self-report measure designed to tap self-compassion that is comprised of 

six subscales including: self-kindness, self-judgement, common humanity, isolation, mindfulness, 

and over-identification. The SCS was chosen for the present study as it was developed using a 

sample of university students recruited through a participation pool similar to the current study 

[45]. Higher scores indicated increased levels of self-compassion. The current study utilized the 

mindfulness subscale. Neff [45] reported adequate internal consistency for the mindfulness 

subscale with a Cronbach’s alpha of .75. The present study found a similar internal consistency for 

the mindfulness subscale (α = .70). 

2.7 Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (CERQ; [46]) 

The CERQ is a 36 item self-report questionnaire designed to measure the cognitive coping styles 

employed by an individual following an aversive event. The CERQ has been found to be a reliable 

and valid measure in an adult general population sample making it an acceptable measure of 

positive reappraisal in the current study [46]. The present study used the positive reappraisal 

subscale. Garnefski & Krajj [32] demonstrated adequate reliability for each subscale with 

Cronbach’s alphas ranging from .75 to .86. The present study supported the internal consistency 

of the positive reappraisal subscale with a Cronbach’s alpha of .91. 

3. Results 

Statistical analyses in the present study included data diagnostics, preliminary correlational 

analyses, hierarchical multiple regression, and multiple mediated regression. Data diagnostics 

were first run to assess whether the data violated any assumptions of regression analyses. 
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Pearson’s product-moment correlations were then run to analyse the bivariate relationships 

between the study variables. Hierarchical multiple regression was then run to determine whether 

variance in the criterion variable resilience could be accounted for by the predictor variables 

(perceived stress, mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, psychological distress). The 

predictor variables were entered into the regression equation in two steps with perceived stress 

added at Step One and mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological 

distress added at Step Two. The order of entry was determined by the mindfulness-to-meaning 

theory which stated that the four variables added at Step Two are the most important factors for 

predicting resilience [31]. A multiple mediated regression was then run to examine the predictive 

relationships between the study variables with perceived stress set as the predictor variable, 

resilience set as the criterion variable, and four mediating variables including mindfulness, positive 

reappraisal, positive emotion and psychological distress. All statistics were conducted using SPSS 

version 24. An alpha level of p = .05 was used to assess significance in all tests. 

3.1 Preliminary Analysis 

Prior to the main analysis, Pearson’s correlations were run to examine the relationships 

between the study variables. Uncentred means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations are 

presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 Uncentered Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations of Resilience, 

Perceived Stress, Mindfulness, Positive Reappraisal, Positive Emotion, and 

Psychological Distress. 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 M SD 

1. Resilience —      94.57 12.20 

2. Perceived Stress -.43*** —     48.65 9.15 

3. Mindfulness .47*** -.28*** —    13.44 2.58 

4. Positive Reappraisal .53*** -.36*** .55*** —   13.85 4.16 

5. Positive Emotion .59*** -.31*** .34*** .41*** —  35.38 7.43 

6. Psychological Distress -.51*** .48*** -.23** -.26** -.39*** — 73.03 20.82 

N = 164; **p < .01; ***p < .001. 

All study variables were found to be significantly correlated with correlation values ranging from 

small to large.  

3.2 Hierarchical Multiple Regression  

A hierarchical multiple regression was run to investigate whether the predictor variables 

accounted for significant variance in the criterion variable. The mindfulness to meaning theory 

proposed that mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological distress are 

the important variables when predicting resilience [31]. Thus, perceived stress was added at Step 

One to control for its effects, and mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and 

psychological distress were added at Step Two. With the addition of all the predictor variables, the 
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overall model was found to account for a significant amount of the variance in resilience, R2 = .54, 

adjusted R2 = .53, F(5, 158) = 37.50, p < .001. These findings indicated that the overall regression 

model accounted for over half of the variance in resilience. With the inclusion of perceived stress 

to the model at Step One, the model was found to account for a significant additional 18% of the 

variance in resilience, R2
change = .18, Fchange(1, 162) = 36.33, p < .001. Perceived stress was found to 

be a significant negative predictor of resilience such that increased levels of perceived stress 

predicted reduced levels of resilience. For every 1.00 SD increase in perceived stress there was a 

related 0.43 SD decrease in resilience. Mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and 

psychological distress were then added at Step Two while controlling for perceived stress. The 

model was found to account for an additional 36% of the variance in resilience, R2
change = .36, 

Fchange(4, 158) = 31.05, p < .001. Mindfulness was found to be a significant positive predictor of 

resilience indicating that increased scores on mindfulness predicted increased scores on resilience. 

For every 1.00 SD increase in mindfulness there was an associated 0.15 SD increase in resilience. 

Positive reappraisal was also found to be a significant positive predictor of resilience such that 

increased levels of positive reappraisal predicted increased levels of resilience. For a 1.00 SD 

increase in positive reappraisal there was an associated 0.22 SD increase in resilience. Additionally, 

positive emotion was a significant positive predictor of resilience indicating that increased scores 

on positive emotion predicted increased resilience levels. Increases of 1.00 SD in positive emotion 

were related to 0.32 SD increases in resilience. Psychological distress was observed to be a 

significant negative predictor of resilience. Increased scores on psychological distress predicted 

reduced scores on resilience. Every 1.00 SD increase in psychological distress was associated with 

a 0.25 SD decrease in resilience. Perceived stress was no longer a significant predictor of resilience 

at this final step. 

Table 2 Hierarchical Multiple Regression Predicting Resilience from Perceived Stress at 

Step One, and Mindfulness, Positive Reappraisal, Positive Emotion, and Psychological 

Distress at Step Two. 

Predictor ΔR2 β B SE B 95% CI for B 

Step 1 .18***     

Constant   122.44 4.80 [113.20, 131.69] 

Perceived Stress  -.43*** -0.57 0.10 [-0.76, -0.38] 

Step 2 .36***     

Constant   74.01 7.08 [113.20, 131.69] 

Perceived Stress  -.09 -0.12 0.09 [-0.29, 0,05] 

Mindfulness  .15* 0.71 0.31 [0.10, 1.32] 

Positive Reappraisal  .20** 0.66 0.20 [0.26, 1.05] 

Positive Emotion  .32*** 0.52 0.10 [0.32, 0.73] 

Psychological Distress  -.25*** -0.15 0.04 [-0.22, -0.07] 

Total R2 = .54***      

N = 164; CI = confidence interval; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 
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3.3 Multiple Mediation Analysis 

A multiple mediation analysis was run to investigate whether the mediator variables 

(mindfulness, positive reappraisal, psychological distress, and positive emotion) mediated the 

relationship the predictor variable (perceived stress) and the criterion variable (resilience) in 

university students. Mediation analysis was run using Hayes [47] PROCESS macro for SPSS (version 

2.16.3) utilizing 5000 bootstrapped samples. Mediation was demonstrated if the 95% bias 

corrected confidence intervals of the indirect effects did not include zero as this is the only 

necessary test of significance to establish mediation according to Hayes [47]. 

Figure 1 contains a graphical illustration of the unmediated and mediated models with 

standardized values and levels of significance for each relationship. The unmediated total effect 

(Path C) was significant such that increased levels of perceived stress predicted decreased levels of 

resilience. All four relationships between perceived stress and the mediators were found to be 

significant providing support for Path A. Specifically, perceived stress was found to be a significant 

negative predictor of mindfulness, positive reappraisal, and positive emotions indicating that 

increased levels of perceived stress predicted decreased scores on mindfulness, positive 

reappraisal, and positive emotion. For every 1.00 SD increase in perceived stress there was an 

associated 0.28 SD decrease in mindfulness, 0.36 SD decrease in positive reappraisal, and 0.31 SD 

decrease in positive emotion. Perceived stress was further found to be a significant positive 

predictor of psychological distress such that increased scores on perceived stress were associated 

with increased psychological distress scores. For every 1.00 SD increase in perceived stress there 

was a related 0.48 SD increase in psychological distress. 

 

Figure 1 Unmediated and mediated model of the relationship between perceived 

stress and resilience using mindfulness, positive reappraisal, psychological distress, 

and positive emotions (*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001). 
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The mediator variables were further found to have significant predictive relationships with 

resilience providing support for Path B of the mediation model. All mediating variables were 

deemed to have complete indirect effects as they had significant Path A relationships with the 

predictor variable and significant Path B relationships with the criterion variable. Mindfulness, 

positive reappraisal, and positive emotion were all found to be significant positive predictors of 

resilience. Increased scores on mindfulness predicted increased scores on resilience. For every 

1.00 SD increase in mindfulness there was a related 0.15 SD increase in resilience. Additionally, 

increased levels of positive reappraisal were predictive of increased levels of resilience. Every 1.00 

SD increase in positive reappraisal predicted a 0.22 SD increase in resilience. Higher levels of 

positive emotion further predicted higher levels of resilience such that 1.00 SD increases in 

positive emotion were associated with 0.22 SD increases in resilience. Finally, psychological 

distress was observed as a significant negative predictor of resilience. For every 1.00 SD increase in 

psychological distress there was an associated 0.25 SD decrease in resilience. 

When all the mediator variables were added to the mediated model, the direct effect of 

perceived stress on resilience (Path C’) was found to be non-significant indicating that the direct 

effect was reduced in the mediated model relative to the unmediated model. The mediators’ 

indirect effects were deemed significant if their bootstrapped 95% bias corrected confidence 

intervals (CIs) did not include zero. Significant indirect effects were found for mindfulness (lower 

CI = -.11, upper CI = -.00), positive reappraisal (lower CI = -.15, upper CI = -.03), positive emotion 

(lower CI = -.17, upper CI = -.05), and psychological distress (lower CI = -.20, upper CI = -.06). 

Furthermore, the total mediation effect of all the combined indirect effects was found to be 

significant (lower CI = -.48, upper CI = -.23). Pairwise contrasts indicated that there was no 

significant difference in the strength of any of the indirect effect for the mediating variables when 

compared to each of the other mediators individually. Overall the results supported the prediction 

that the relationship between perceived stress and resilience was significantly mediated by 

mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological distress. 

4. Discussion 

The aim of the current study was to examine the mechanisms underlying the relationship 

between perceived stress and resilience, as the factors that relate to the development of 

resilience in the face of perceived stress are poorly understood [6]. To achieve this aim, the 

present study employed hierarchical regression to examine whether mindfulness, positive 

reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological distress predicted variance in resilience while 

controlling for perceived stress. To further examine the predictive relationships between the 

variables, the present study used multiple mediated regression to investigate whether 

mindfulness, positive emotion, positive reappraisal, and psychological distress mediated the 

relationship between perceived stress and resilience. 

The first hypothesis predicted that perceived stress would significantly predict levels of 

resilience. Additionally, due to the importance of the four factors of eudaimonic resilience 

(mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological distress) in the theoretical 

framework influenced by the mindfulness-to-meaning-theory [31] and Bauer and Park’s [7] model 

of eudaimonic resilience, these four factors would account for variance in resilience over and 

above that accounted for by perceived stress. The results of the hierarchical multiple regression 
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supported the second hypothesis and indicated that perceived stress significantly predicted levels 

of resilience such that increased perceived stress predicted reduced resilience aligning with 

previous research [4, 9]. Mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological 

distress were further found to predict significant variance in resilience over and above that of 

perceived stress fully supporting the second hypothesis. Mindfulness was found to have a positive 

predictive relationship with resilience which builds upon previous research that has found a 

positive association between mindfulness and resilience [11, 19].  

Previous research has reported that high levels of positive reappraisal predicted high levels of 

resilience [36]. The present study supported these findings and found positive reappraisal to be a 

significant positive predictor of resilience. Positive emotion was also found to positively predict 

levels of resilience aligning with research conducted by Cohn et al. [48] which found that increased 

levels of positive emotions predicted increased levels of resilience in university students. Finally, 

psychological distress was found to negatively predict levels of resilience which supports previous 

research that reported an inverse relationship between the two variables [4]. The results 

demonstrated that perceived stress significantly predicted levels of resilience until mindfulness, 

positive reappraisal, psychological distress, and positive emotion were added into the regression 

model suggesting that mindfulness, positive reappraisal, psychological distress, and positive 

emotion are the important variables for predicting resilience. These findings supported the 

predictions of eudaimonic resilience and the mindfulness-to-meaning theory that mindfulness, 

positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological distress would predict levels of resilience 

in the face of perceived stress [7, 31]. Furthermore, the findings of the hierarchical regression 

suggested that the variance in resilience predicted by perceived stress is better accounted for by 

the four variables that make up eudaimonic resilience. However, hierarchical regression does not 

provide information about the potential predictive pathways that exist between perceived stress 

and resilience.  

The following hypotheses involved further testing the predictive relationships between the 

predictor variable perceived stress, the criterion variable resilience, and the proposed mediating 

variables mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological distress. The 

second hypothesis was that the predictor variable perceived academic stress would display 

negative predictive relationships with mindfulness, positive reappraisal, and positive emotion as 

well as a positive predictive relationship with psychological distress. The results of the present 

study fully supported this hypothesis. A significant negative predictive relationship was found 

between perceived stress and mindfulness such that increased levels of perceived stress were 

found to predict reduced levels of mindfulness. This finding supported previous research in 

Canadian university students which found that perceived stress was a significant negative 

predictor of mindfulness [33]. Additionally, perceived stress was found to be a significant positive 

predictor of psychological distress which aligned with previous research conducted in Afghan 

refugees and expanded the findings to Australian university students [32]. Increased perceived 

stress further predicted reduced positive emotion building upon previous research in university 

students that reported an inverse association between perceived stress and positive emotion. 

Finally, perceived stress was a negative predictor of positive reappraisal which was consistent with 

the research of Garland et al. [34]. These findings suggested Australian university students faced 

with high levels of perceived stress were predicted to employ reduced mindfulness and positive 

reappraisal while experiencing more psychological distress and less positive emotion. 
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 The third hypothesis predicted that mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and 

psychological distress would display significant predictive relationships with resilience in the 

mediated model. In line with previous research with Australian university students, mindfulness 

was found to have a positive predictive relationship with resilience [20]. Additionally, increased 

positive reappraisal predicted increased resilience supporting the research of Min et al. [36]. 

Positive emotion was a positive predictor of resilience which supported previous longitudinal 

research with police officers that found high levels of positive emotions predicted high levels of 

resilience over time [37]. Psychological distress negatively predicted levels of resilience building 

upon previous correlational research in university students [4]. Australian university students that 

reported high levels of mindfulness, positive reappraisal, and positive emotion as well as low 

levels of psychological distress were predicted to have increased levels of resilience. 

The final hypothesis stated that mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and 

psychological distress would significantly mediate the relationship between perceived stress and 

resilience. The results of the present study fully supported the hypothesis and found that 

mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and psychological distress significantly 

mediated the relationship between perceived stress and resilience. These results provided support 

for the process of eudaimonic resilience contributing to the development of resilience in university 

students faced with perceived stress [7]. Bauer and Park [7] postulated that affect regulation and 

meaning regulation facilitated the development of resilience when an individual was faced with 

perceived stress. Combined with the mindfulness-to-meaning theory [31] which theorized that 

meaning-making of perceived stress involves mindfulness and positive reappraisal while affect 

regulated involves increased positive emotion and reduced psychological distress. The results of 

the present mediated model provided preliminary support for this theoretical framework 

indicating that the four mediators are important variables to consider when developing future 

interventions aimed at fostering resilience in university students faced with perceived stress. 

5. Conclusions 

The findings of the present study provided novel information related to the factors that predict 

the development of resilience when university students are confronted by perceived academic 

stress. These results provided support for the prediction that mindfulness, positive reappraisal, 

positive emotion, and psychological distress are the mechanisms that underlie the relationship 

between perceived stress and resilience based upon Bauer and Park’s [7] dual-process model of 

eudaimonic resilience and the mindfulness-to-meaning theory [31]. When individuals are 

confronted with perceived stress, they may employ a mindful positive emotion regulatory process 

that fosters resilience to future adversity. This process is due to the affect regulation provided by 

increased positive emotion and reduced psychological distress as well as the meaning regulation 

associated with mindfulness and positive reappraisal. These factors create a positive feedback 

loop that is related to an overall increase of resilience to recurrent adversity. Therefore, 

interventions that target the associated factors of mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive 

emotion, and positive reappraisal may help university students confront perceived stress with 

more adaptive responses and foster resilience.   

A limitation of the present study was that parallel multiple mediation such as that employed in 

the current study does not provided information about the causal pathways between the 
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mediators [47]. Future research is needed to examine the exact causal relationships between the 

four factors of eudaimonic resilience to determine how the process functions. The present study 

provided initial support for a theoretical framework designed to aid with understanding the 

development of resilience in the face of perceived stress. Thus, the results of the present study 

highlighted specific factors that could inform development of interventions for university students 

struggling with elevated levels of perceived stress. These factors could help Australian university 

students create an upward spiral of mindfulness, positive reappraisal, positive emotion, and 

reduced psychological distress when faced with perceived stress that would make them more 

resilient to future adversity. Future research is needed to expand the present findings and develop 

and test interventions based upon the novel theoretical framework. 
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